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Canada will be celebrating its 151st anniversary on July 1, 2018 when new legislation to legalize 
recreational cannabis will take effect. By the time you read this issue, the federal government will 
have announced the legislation, which follows the recommendations of the federally appointed 
task force.  The federal government will oversee the supply to ensure it is safe and secure and that 
producers are licensed. Each province will determine how cannabis will be distributed and sold.

The task force took a public health approach to the regulation of cannabis, striving to minimize the 
harms associated with cannabis use. One risk noted was associated with patterns of consumption 
including frequent use and co-use of cannabis with alcohol and tobacco. Therefore, it recommended 
no co-location of alcohol or tobacco and cannabis sales, wherever possible. In order to overcome 
this obstacle to allow liquor stores to sell marijuana, liquor store owners need to educate provincial 
politicians on how they will mitigate the side effects of co-sales and how stores already have staff 
training and processes in place to not sell to intoxicated patrons.

The Alberta Liquor Store Association (ALSA) is advocating to government, agencies and other 
stakeholders, and each liquor store owner should be joining this effort to show why our industry is 
best suited to sell another controlled substance.

Editor’s Notes

May 5-6    Calgary International Beerfest  Stampede Grounds
www.albertabeerfestivals.com/events-services/calgary-international-beer-festival

May 6    Meet Your Makers Trade Only Tasting in Edmonton Shaw Conference Centre, Hall D
www.northernlands.ca/event/meet-your-makers-trade-tasting 

May 7-10    Into the Vineyard, ALSA’s educational BC wine tour 
www.alsaweb.ca   education@alsaweb.ca

June 2-3    Edmonton Craft Beer Festival Edmonton Expo Centre at Northlands
www.albertabeerfestivals.com/events-services/edmonton-craft-beer-festival
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ALSA’s Message

Liquor Store Separation Distances 

How many liquor stores is too many? How 

close together should liquor stores be 

allowed to operate? Is there even such a thing 

as having too many liquor stores? If so, what 

happens when that limit is reached?

These were the questions Edmonton City 

Council wrestled with in 2016. On Monday, 

December 12, councilors voted on a bylaw 

change that removed a regulation that limits 

how many liquor stores can operate within a 

defined area.

The regulation up to that point stated 

that no liquor store could operate within 

a 500-metre radius of another, with the 

development appeals board having the power 

to grant exceptions to prospective retailers 

on a case-by-case basis. (An exemption area 

was established in the mature, inner-city 

neighbourhoods to accommodate existing 

stores.)

This limit was implemented in 2007 to strike 

a balance between market choice and 

community safety. In other words, we want 

our favourite drinks to be close by and easy to 

get, but not at any cost.

The Alberta Liquor Store Association worked 

with the City of Edmonton to establish the 

limit because we recognize the solemn 

responsibility we have when it comes to 

the product we sell. Consumers must drink 

responsibly; and we must sell responsibly.

For nine years, the limit worked well to prevent 

an over-saturation of liquor stores while still 

upholding the convenience and availability 

consumers have come to expect. Alberta’s 

privatized liquor retailing system remains the 

envy of Canada and the liquor store limit has 

not compromised that.

In Edmonton, one can’t really go anywhere 

without encountering a Tim Hortons, right? 

There are about 100 Tim Hortons in the city. 

by Ivonne Martinez

There are nearly triple as many liquor stores 

in the capital region.

The point is, you can pretty much get whatever 

you want, whenever you want, wherever you 

are. So what, exactly, would be accomplished 

by removing the 500-metre radius limit on 

liquor store locations? According to the 

Edmonton Police Service (EPS) and Alberta 

Health Services (AHS), not a whole lot 

of good. The EPS conducted research to 

determine what, if any, correlation liquor 

density has on criminal activity. Their October 

2016 report notes there is “a significant 

positive correlation on the number of crime 

occurrences and the number of liquor stores 

in areas where the distance between liquor 

stores is less than 379 metres on average.”

Similarly, an AHS report from June concluded 

that liquor store density “could be a major 

public health concern. There appears to be an 

especially strong association between outlet 

density and violence, as well as underage 

drinking.”

Such findings should not be ignored in 

the context of this debate. We should ask 

ourselves how much trouble we are willing to 

tolerate for a little bit of added convenience.

An April 2016 poll of 1,730 Edmonton residents 

—conducted by Pantheon Research and State 

Strategies Group on ALSA’s behalf—found 

58% of Edmontonians oppose the bylaw 

change.

Unfortunately Edmonton City Council ignored 

what Edmontonians believed and what law 

enforcement and public health experts have 

empirically concluded when they voted on 

this issue on December 12.

ALSA will continue to advocate and work 

with municipalities and the AGLC regarding 

responsible liquor retailing and inform them 

how the proliferation of liquor outlets impacts 

safety and the public’s health and well being.

http://independentdistillers.ca/
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Last year, Pernod Ricard CFO Gilles Bogaert 

told the news website Business Insider that 

the digital revolution is the single biggest 

change affecting the liquor industry. The 

digital revolution “fundamentally changes the 

way we interact with the consumer, it changes 

the way marketing is done, and it can bring us 

a competitive advantage if we move ahead of 

the others,” Bogaert told the site.

Today’s consumers expect information quite 

literally at their fingertips, 24/7. They expect 

immediate communication and response. 

They expect options that are fast and easy. 

A business that doesn’t cater to those 

expectations risks losing out to a competitor 

that does. Yet the Canadian Internet 

Registration Authority reports that some 40% 

of Canadian small businesses don’t even have 

a website, let alone mobile capability.

So just how should you go about making your 

own business mobile-friendly?

The Basics

First, you have to understand what “mobile-

friendly” actually means. At the very least, your 

marketing information needs to be compatible 

with mobile devices—that is, easy to read on 

a smartphone or tablet. If someone is looking 

for your store’s address or opening hours, 

and your website appears in a font so tiny you 

need a magnifying glass to read it, that’s not 

only annoying, it doesn’t get your information 

across and can lead to lost business. 

The solution? Make sure your website is 

designed to be readable on mobile devices. 

Alternatively, you can launch a mobile site—a 

stripped-down version of your website that 

has been redesigned specifically for mobile 

devices. It’s also worth signing up for a free 

Google business listing. This ensures that 

when people search your business name, a 

box pops up on the screen with your address, 

hours of operation and other essential 

information in easy-to-read type.

The Trend 
to Mobile
Don’t be Left Behind

Consider this: In the German city of Augsberg, officials have embedded traffic 
lights in the sidewalks so smartphone users don’t have to look up from their 
texting or tweeting as they walk. It’s just one more sign that we are increasingly 
living our lives on our smartphones, tablets and other handheld devices. For a 
liquor retailer, this is also a reminder that business is increasingly going mobile.

by Joanne Sasvari
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Socially Mobile

Most people use their devices primarily to 

follow and post on social media, which may 

be the most valuable feature for retailers too. 

Social networks are an effective and virtually 

free means for building community. Loyalty 

programs, discounts, sales, special events, 

games and contests can all be run though 

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and even 

Snapchat. And for a business that doesn’t 

have a website, a site like Facebook, which 

is still North America’s most popular social 

media site, can offer many of the same 

advantages. (That said, Instagram, which just 

hit one million ads, is fast catching up.)

Social media is especially effective for 

targeting younger customers, who virtually 

live on their smartphones. However, it can 

draw in consumers of all demographics with 

promotions, contests and notifications about 

free in-store tastings, seminars, winemaker 

dinners, and social events. 

Perhaps more importantly, social media also 

allows a retailer to control the messaging 

about their brand, especially when there has 

been a complaint. A smart, sincere and speedy 

response can nip bad publicity in the bud. 

Being mobile means a retailer can respond to 

customer feedback instantly, no matter where 

they are or what time it is.

The latest wrinkle is that some retailers are 

using social media as a sales channel by 

posting a “Buy Now” link alongside their 

product. This is known as “social-retail 

integration”, but it has so far not been wildly 

successful because consumers famously look 

to social media for authenticity, not a forced 

sales pitch. 

Drink App

Websites and social media aside, there are 

also apps (short for “applications”) that are 

specially designed software to be used on a 

Being mobile means a retailer can respond to customer feedback instantly.

http://independentdistillers.ca/
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smartphone or mobile device, typically with a narrow focus. (Think social 

platforms like Twitter or useful ones like Google Maps.) When it comes 

to beverage alcohol, there are hundreds—if not thousands—of apps for 

everything from choosing wine in a restaurant to finding classic cocktail 

recipes.

For instance, Delectable is a wine app that is favoured by wine writers 

and sommeliers. If you scan a photo of a wine label, it will provide expert 

tasting notes and suggested food matches. Vivino is similar, except 

that it offers a feature that lets you scan a restaurant’s wine list too. 

Meanwhile, UnTappd is a social-network-driven app for beer lovers that 

offers tasting notes from millions of users and also helps consumers 

find beers and bars.

Retailers may be especially intrigued by recent innovations like Drync 

(drync.com), which so far is only available in the US. It allows consumers 

to shop real-time inventory of wine, spirits and beer from a store’s 

mobile app—with no markups or other fees. Then there is Turnstyle 

(getturnstyle.com), a positioning system that pings customers’ phones 

via WiFi, relaying information to the retailer on first-time visitors and 

repeat customers.

Browsing and Shopping

Of course, what any retailer really wants to know is how to increase sales. 

The answer is: Go mobile, because that’s where sales are going. 

Many consumers now expect to plan and order their purchases from 

their phones and tablets. The American alcohol delivery app Drizly—
that promises alcohol delivery within one hour—launched in Calgary 

and Edmonton last year, joining companies like Beer Budz, Calgary Dial 

a Bottle and Pick N Drop that deliver alcohol on demand. Even some 

retailers, such as Everything Wine, will let you order from a mobile site for 

either pickup or delivery. Offering a delivery service is a big investment 

for a small retailer, but working with one of the delivery companies is not.

How consumers pay is also going mobile. Repsly, a data collection 

site for customer relationship management, reports that as mobile 

security improves, more consumers are embracing the idea of paying for 

purchases using a smartphone or wearable devices such as an Apple 

watch. Trend watchers anticipate that consumers will soon expect 

retailers to accept mobile payments the way they currently accept credit 

and debit cards. Brick and mortar retailers that don’t adapt will be left 

behind.

Security has been one of the biggest concerns about so-called “mobile 

wallets,” but that is changing too. The Future of Money Report by Oxford 

Economics surveyed 2,000 consumers and 300 business executives in 

eight regions from the US to Scandinavia to Kenya. It found that while 

70% of consumers and 59% of executives feared that hackers could steal 

their information from a mobile wallet, those fears were allayed by the 

use of multi-step and biometric authentication features. That means 

fingerprint scanning, facial recognition, and iris recognition will soon 

replace passwords.

In other words, the future is now. It’s a brave new world for retailers, 

and those who don’t climb aboard the mobility trend will surely be left 

behind.

Many consumers now expect to plan and order their 
purchases from their phones and tablets.

http://www.actionretailoutfitters.ca/
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product 
showcase

SUSANA BALBO 
CRIOS MALBEC 2015
Red Wine
Argentina

Scores include Robert 
Parker’s Wine Advocate, 
Tim Atkins and James 
Suckling, all awarding 90 
pts for this wine–you just 
have to try it to see why!  

Flavours of cherries and 
spice with jammy fruit 
qualities that just keep 
coming on, with hints of 
spice and sandalwood 
lurking in the background. 

Susana Balbo, 
winemaker, has earned 
several awards and 
honours, both in her 
home country and 
internationally, including 
Woman of the Year 
in 2015, awarded by 
The Drinks Business 
magazine of the UK.

750ml
+719752  $14.49 Whsl

403-374-0515
vwwinemarketing.com

CIRCUS MALBEC 2016
Red Wine
Mendoza, Argentina

New Look
A perennial bestseller, 
Circus Malbec now 
has a new and exciting 
package.

Consistently rated 90 pts. 
by Winescores.ca this 
Best Value Malbec is a 
great addition to any wine 
store selection.

This Malbec is a 
consistently ripe and 
satisfying red, offering 
peppery black plums and 
blackberry jam, vanilla, 
toasted spices, licorice 
and roasted mocha. 

The palate layers mocha, 
licorice and black fruit 
with spice flavours.
It is a succulent wine with 
a generous palate.

750ml - cases of 12
+725349 $9.99 Whsl 

604-737-0018
dhs-wine.com

MERCURY 
PREMIUM LAGER
Beer
Canada 

This smooth, refreshing 
lager is brewed in 
the Peace Country 
of Northern Alberta.  
Mercury is made with 
100% Alberta malt barley 
and is preservative-free. 
Designed to be simple, 
delicious and easy-
drinking, Mercury has 
already won the hearts 
of Albertans across the 
province. 
Tasting Notes: Balanced, 
sweet grain and toasted 
bread flavours with 
subtle citrus notes on the 
finish
Awards: Winner of the 
People’s Choice Award at 
the 2016 ATB Science of 
The Six Pack 
Pairings: Pairs well with 
smiles and high-fives.

355ml cans, 15-pack boxes
+786090 $18.50 Whsl

780-533-HOPS
www.GPBrewingCo.com

http://www.dhs-wine.com/
http://www.gpbrewingco.com/
http://www.vwwinemarketing.com/
http://independentdistillers.ca/
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Dan Newman, owner of Calgary-based 

Newman Loss Prevention Solutions, confirms 

that some customers who use cash may be the 

bad guys. “The amount of currency used is 

going down, but the challenge for liquor stores 

is that their clientele are not always upstanding 

citizens.” 

Fortunately, loss prevention experts offer an 

arsenal of solutions, tips and tools to help 

liquor retailers combat the internal and 

external risks of cash theft. 

Preventing Deception from Within

When hiring, Newman advocates that store 

owners and managers diligently check 

references, since resumes don’t always reflect 

the reasons for past firings or job moves. 

Closed Circuit TV (CCTV) cameras—even 

mirrors—mounted where employees and 

customers know they are being watched can 

be an effective theft deterrent, as well as a 

safeguard for both store owners and their 

employees. Newman recalls an employee 

who was under suspicion when a $600 cash 

drop didn’t make it to the safe; she was later 

exonerated by the store’s video surveillance 

footage. 

Smart technology offers another layer in 

protective money handling. Intelligent cash 

handling equipment can do everything from 

accurately counting cash and detecting 

counterfeit bills to creating an audit trail and 

tracking individual employees’ cash drops. 

Brad Koltai, president of a security firm in 

Calgary, has a combined 28 years of experience 

in law enforcement and corporate security 

investigation. He suggests liquor retailers 

build a first line of defense to reduce internal 

shrinkage through policies and procedures. 

“Training deters internal theft,” he stresses. 

Most importantly, though, his mantra for retail 

employers is “audit, audit, audit.” He’s a huge 

proponent of smart cash management systems 

that track and reconcile every transaction by 

employee. 

“Develop a cash handling policy and make 

sure staff sign off on it,” he stresses. “Take 

discrepancies seriously. Investigate, track, 

and verify overages and shortages, and make 

employees accountable for them.” 

In Koltai’s experience, he’s seen how effective 

low-cost, in-house procedures can be. “When 

retailers post notices in the staff room about 

Reducing 
the Risks of 
Handling Cash 
Best Practice Tips

In a 2014 survey, “Measuring progress toward a cashless society,” MasterCard 
found that, while most Canadians use debit or credit cards, cash accounted 
for more than 40% of consumer transactions. In liquor stores, cash still reigns 
supreme among many types of customers, including those with a criminal bent. 
Cash theft is a threat from both within and outside store doors. 

by Kathy Eccles 
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theft, it actually has an impact.” He’s seen 

success when employers offer an internal 

awards program, for example, offering a $500 

award to employees who provide information 

leading to the arrest of employees who are 

stealing. 

Theft-proofing Processes and 
Equipment

Retail Business Security Self Assessment, 

a loss prevention handbook published by the 

Retail Council of Canada and RBC, offers 

other tips for cash handling: limit cash-back 

requests, keep a limited amount of cash on the 

premises, and retain as little cash as possible 

in the register by moving it to a more secure 

place at random times during the day. 

Ideally, a digital security cash drop safe should 

be installed under the counter at the POS area 

and bolted to the floor. It’s a reasonable expense, 

ranging from less than $100 to $400 installed.  

Safes with theft-proof features can stop 

unauthorized access. “Some have different 

mechanisms, including slots that prevent fishing 

bills out,” says Ravinder Sangha of Halo Metrics.

Innovative POS software is also available that 

will alert staff or owners when it is time to do 

a cash drop. Unfortunately, says Newman, 

most don’t do that. “Only about 15-20% of the 

capability of software is typically used,” he 

laments.

http://www.lpexperts.ca/
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Newman recommends installing a secondary 

safe in the back of the store with a digital 

combination lock that only owners or 

managers can access. “It’s really important to 

have a good safe in the office, at least 3 feet by 

3 feet, too big to steal, and bolted to the floor.” 

The rule is to change the combination each 

time there is a staff change.  

The Lurking Threat of Thieves

Fast-talking, quick-change artists often prey 

on young, inexperienced staff. “When the cash 

drawer opens, put the bill on the drawer,” 

Newman counsels. He suggests that owners 

have staff do a basic math test before hiring 

them. “Cashiers need to have decent math 

skills to get away from quick-change artists. 

It’s a problem if they can’t do math without a 

calculator.”

Now that Canadian bills are polymer-based 

with holograms, they are not easily duplicated; 

however, counterfeit bills still find their way 

into tills. “Train employees in what is good 

money and what isn’t. For me, it’s all about 

the feel, the texture of it,” explains Newman. 

When employees suspect cash isn’t good, 

he suggests they tell the customer, “I’m sorry 

we don’t take American money.” Or if it’s a 

Canadian bill, “I’m sorry, I need to call my 

manager on this; this doesn’t seem right.” 

New electronic counterfeit detectors are high-

tech. Sangha notes, “They’ve come a long way. 

There used to be an ultraviolet light that could 

detect security markers. Now it’s an infrared 

device that can see through bills almost like 

an X-ray.” 

Larger stores hire professional security 

guards to take deposits to the bank. For those 

without a guard service, Newman advises 

clients to check on their insurance coverage 

for cash. When making a deposit, he has these 

suggestions: “Drastically alter the routine. 

Don’t announce the bank drop. Wear a money 

belt. Be discreet. Keep away from staff.” He 

warns that it’s easy for an employee to send a 

text out to an accomplice outside.

Criminals will often work in groups. “Organized 

crime guys will take the highest value and 

use the quickest initiatives. They’ll hit you the 

hardest,” says Sangha. External theft policies 

and procedures are vital, as is an alarm button 

to alert police.  

After hours, experts encourage owners to 

search washrooms for anyone who could 

be hiding, lock doors when cashing out, and 

install high-security locks that can’t be drilled. 

When an employee who had access to the lock 

leaves, Newman points out that, “The first call 

is to the locksmith.” 

In liquor retail where margins are tight and 

shrinkage is high, cutting-edge security 

measures can be expensive. Newman 

acknowledges this, saying, “Owners can scale 

what they do.”  

Koltai concurs, “We try to instill upon 

business owners, regardless of whether it is 

an individual with a small store or a large chain, 

that you have to invest in security to protect 

your assets.” The pay-off is a higher return on 

profits in the long haul.   

Investigate, track, and verify overages and shortages, and make 
employees accountable for them.

http://www.halometrics.com/
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AGLC REPORT

New Liquor Price Change Schedule Provides Options for Industry

Since March 31, 2017, liquor agents have had the ability to set product 
prices on a weekly basis in Alberta. Prior to this date, prices could only 
be changed every other week. In Alberta, the wholesale price for each 
liquor product is set by the agency. There is one wholesale price for any 
product at a given time.

Before providing this option, the Alberta Gaming and Liquor Commission 
(AGLC) conducted several rounds of stakeholder consultation. 
Retailers, agencies and warehousers were contacted in February 2015 to 
provide feedback. In September 2016, an online survey was sent to liquor 
agencies, retailers, warehousers, manufacturers, restaurants, bars and 
lounges that direct order from the warehouse. Liquor associations were 
also invited to participate in this phase of consultation.

The change from the current biweekly schedule supports Alberta’s 
privatized liquor model by putting business decisions into the hands 
of industry. Participation in weekly price changes is voluntary and 
agencies are free to make price changes less frequently if they wish. 
However, much of the feedback received by the AGLC indicated that 
offering a weekly price change option would provide stakeholders with 
greater flexibility to respond to changing market demands.

Retailers may find more opportunities to obtain products at reduced 
prices because Limited Time Offers (LTOs) can now be offered for one 
(or any number of) weeks. Retailers may also see increased product 
availability. Just as before, retailers are not obligated to take advantage 
of weekly LTOs and are free to purchase stock in a manner that fits their 
needs and business strategy.

What you need to know: 

• Scheduled order and delivery days will remain the same for retailers. 

• Price changes—increases and decreases—will be posted one week  
 in advance of their effective date. All retailers will have equal ordering 
  access through the pre-committed order process. 

• Price change data will be produced daily just before 3:30 a.m.  
 Changes to the price change file will be visible after this time on the  
 Liquor Agency Portal (LAP). 

• The LAP will show price changes from two weeks prior, and two 
  weeks into the future. 

• Price changes will take effect one week following the price quote deadline. 

• Retailers have a wide range of search filters and ways to sort search 
  results on LiquorConnect.com to speed up product searches. 
  Retailers can filter and sort by agent, price, size, product category,  
 limited time offers, new listings, future price changes, and much more.

• Retailers with questions about LiquorConnect.com may contact  
 Connect Customer Service by email, online chat, or phone at  
 1-800-265-6784. 

• Price quotes for active products must be submitted by 4 p.m. (MST/ 
 MDT) Friday in order to be implemented on the following Friday. 

Price changes will take effect every Friday, improving turnaround time 
by half. The Liquor Agency Handbook will be updated on the website when 
this policy comes into effect March 31, 2017. To provide more information 
about the consultations and subsequent discussions, the AGLC has 

published a report, What We Heard—Adopting Weekly Liquor Pricing, 
available at AGLC.ca. 

http://www.amagrantventures.com/
http://www.albertalocksolid.com/
http://www.vonalbrecht.com/
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extension. The cider brands of one Canadian brewery now account for 

more than 23% of national marketshare.

Recently, medium-sized producers such as regional breweries and apple 

producers have launched their own product lines to capitalize on the 

market.

The craft category of ciders is smaller than national/regional brands, 

but it generates most of the interest and the fastest growth. Unlike larger 

brand manufacturers, these craft producers tend to be orchard-to-bottle 

operations, using apples from their own or other local orchards, without 

concentrated juices or flavourings.

The Ciders

Most of the national and regional brands fall into the same description: 

fruit forward, off-dry to sweet, well carbonated, and between 4% and 8% 

ABV. These not only meet current consumer expectations, they also 

have broad appeal as an alternative to beer and mixed drinks. 

Craft ciders tend to be very different. In some cases they are fermented 

with specialty yeast, which can add intense character and sometimes a 

unique wild yeast ‘funk’. Some are aged in oak barrels, or even married to 

hops for increased complexity.

Also in this category are artisanal ciders from Europe. These include 

examples from Spain and France, fermented with indigenous yeast 

in equipment that’s hundreds of years old. These ciders appeal to 

discerning drinkers who love craft products and seek out intensity and 

authenticity in their drinking experiences.

Not all craft cider is earnestly traditional and apple-only: blended and 

flavoured ciders are being made with local fruits like raspberry, cranberry 

and blueberry, appealing to drinkers who want a refreshing twist on plain 

apples. Perry, a cider made from pears, is also a small but strong niche. 

With softer flavours and a more rounded finish it has distinct appeal.

Customers

In a 2011 survey, 76% of BC’s cider drinkers were found to be between 

the ages of 25 and 44. More recent surveys of US consumers showed 

that 38% of cider drinkers are under 35 years old (compared to 17.5% for 

beer drinkers), and 50% earn $70,000/year or more. Another key market 

identified for these ciders is women, who account for 46% of cider sales. 

Consumer demographics like these bode well for long-term interest in 

the category.

Producers are taking their sales cues from the craft beer market, 

using the same kind of packaging and POS that appeals to upscale 

beer connoisseurs. This attention to positioning attracts buyers who 

are willing to pay a premium price and are engaged in the idea of a 

handcrafted product.

Generating new sales is the single toughest task facing a liquor retailer, 

and competition for consumer dollars is intense. Despite strong growth, 

cider is still a small category, making it easier to manage than wine or 

spirits, and consumer interest is not only higher than it has ever been, it 

is on course to increase at double-digit rates for the foreseeable future. 

Factor in the demographic appeal of cider and it becomes obvious that 

as a retailer you can’t afford to miss the opportunity to cash in on cider 

sales, both for your immediate bottom line and for future growth.

Cider Growth Strong 

Craft beer currently has the biggest share of mind in retail today, and 

the beer category is still Canadians’ #1 choice for beverages. However, 

other categories are showing strong growth – cider in particular. 

According to Statistics Canada, national beer sales were up 3.1% in 

fiscal 2015 while the cider category tripled that at 9.2%. Total category 

sales for cider are only 10% of beer sales, but no other category is seeing 

such large increases. 

Driving the new interest in cider are two phenomena. The first is the 

interest in gluten-free products. Consumers who want a moderate-

alcohol beverage and are trying to avoid grain-based beer are looking 

to cider.

The second is the ongoing interest of Millennial consumers in ‘authentic’ 

experiences. A lot can be said about them as a consumer category, 

and Millennials have a record for focusing on products right at the 

tipping point of popularity. Their interest is fuelling not only a revival of 

traditional artisanal European ciders, but also new local brands from 

apple-growing regions like BC and the Pacific Northwest.

Producers

The category has attracted the attention of international beer companies 

in Canada and the US who identified cider as a profitable brand 

by Tim Vandergrift

Stock your Shelves for Spring
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Beer Notes
With recent regulation changes, Alberta is 

entering a brewing renaissance of sorts. Over 

the last couple of years, we have seen over 20 

new craft breweries open in Alberta (with over 

50 additional breweries currently in various 

stages of development). Along with this, we 

have seen a new wave of innovation that is both 

refreshing and incredibly exciting. Drawing on 

influences from the US and some European 

regions, Alberta’s breweries—old and new 

alike—are starting to test the waters a bit more. 

They are introducing consumers to beer styles 

that have rarely been brewed locally (with only 

a few exceptions). Consumers are now able 

to find style examples that dazzle the palate 

with characteristics such as intense and 

unique tropical fruit aromas, mouth-puckering 

tartness—often verging on downright 

sourness—and even rustic, complex flavours 

that possess an earthiness or elements of 

funk. The beer landscape is getting more and 

more exciting all the time.

New England IPA

One style that is now making a showing in 

Alberta is New England IPA (also known 

as Vermont Style IPA). By now, everyone is 

familiar with India Pale Ales, but the New 

England style is an IPA sub-category that has 

become popular over the past while, though 

has been somewhat elusive around these 

parts. A quick glance at any “best beers in 

the world” list on any of your favorite beer 

rating websites would tell you that this style is 

at the top of the popularity scale—especially 

in the US. This style is characterized by its 

intense tropical fruitiness derived from the 

excessive hopping schedule, often focusing 

on the new-school varieties of Australian and 

New Zealand hops that are exciting brewers 

these days. Although tons of hops are used, 

this style does not tend to be excessively 

bitter, as most of the hops are added very late 

(including an often intricate and extended 

dry-hopping process) to accentuate flavour 

and aroma without a considerable amount of 

bitterness. 

Sour Beers

Another group of beer styles that are gaining 

popularity within beer geek circles is the 

many iterations of sour beers. Whether it’s 

the traditional, spontaneously fermented 

and barrel-conditioned variety favoured by 

Belgian Lambic and Geuze producers, or the 

kettle-soured version that many smaller craft 

brewers are experimenting with, sour beer is 

trending. 

The technique that allows many brewers to 

enter into the sour beer realm with relative 

ease is the kettle-souring method.  This has 

been the main go-to process up to now in 

Alberta, with many breweries beginning to 

dabble in kettle sours. With this technique, 

a bacterial culture (usually lactobacillus 

and/or pediococcus—just like your favourite 

probiotic yogurt) is added to the kettle, and 

held at a warm temperature for a prolonged 

period of time. The rapidly multiplying bacteria 

essentially quick-sour the beer within a matter 

of hours. Many people believe that kettle 

souring lacks some of the complexity and the 

balance of tart/funk that barrel conditioning 

provides, though due to the fact that it can 

take months, and sometimes years to barrel 

condition a sour beer, I can definitely forgive 

breweries for going the kettle-soured route. 

No question – this technique does make a 

great sour beer! 

Exciting things are brewing in the kettles of 

Alberta breweries, and by extension, Alberta 

beer drinkers are able to enjoy these new 

brews.

New Beer Styles & Trends in Alberta
by Kirk Bodnar

http://www.sunrype.com/
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The Children Have Spoken 
This May, Alberta Students 
Send a Powerful Message Not 
to Drink and Drive

When Lethbridge student Kimberlie Crowe designed a paper bag asking 
people not to drink and drive, she never expected her design to be printed 
on one million bags, which are being distributed by most Alberta liquor 
stores on the May long weekend. But the message she sends is powerful:  
“When you make the decision to drive under the influence of alcohol 
you are not only putting yourself at risk but also those around you. 
Understanding the consequences of drunk driving is important and can 
save lives,” says the grade 11 student.

It’s a truth that’s recognized by both the Students Against Drinking and 
Driving Association (SADD Alberta) and Alberta Gaming and Liquor 
Commission (AGLC). “The message of impaired driving has been around 
a long time,” says Eric Baich, AGLC Manager, Social Responsibility, 
Liquor. “Most Albertans know by now that driving while impaired is a 
dangerous and illegal behaviour, unfortunately some still choose to 
do it.”

To address the persistent gap between knowledge and behaviour, SADD 
Alberta and the AGLC have once again teamed up to encourage students 
from kindergarten to grade 12 across the province to design a paper liquor 
bag with a personal message about the dangers of impaired driving. “We 
are hoping that Albertans will hear from youth that driving impaired is just 
not worth risking the lives of others,” explains Baich. 

by Alex van Tol

Liquor Bag Design Contest 
Winner 
Kimberlie Crowe, Grade 11

Lethbridge Collegiate Institute, 
Lethbridge

“Participating in the liquor bag campaign 
has been a great opportunity. I created my 

bag in hope of having a positive effect on one’s decision 
to not drink and drive. When you make the decision to 
drive under the influence of alcohol you are not only 
putting yourself at risk but also those around you. 
Understanding the consequences of drunk driving is 
important and can save lives.” 

http://www.saddalberta.com/
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In its fifth year of partnership between SADD Alberta and the AGLC, the 
campaign just keeps growing: 282 schools participated this year, which 
is a 10% increase from last year. Participating schools order paper bags 
in the fall from SADD Alberta. Students design their bags, then schools 
collect them and take them to nearby liquor stores for distribution to 
customers. 

In 2015, the liquor bag campaign added a contest, where schools enter 
their best designs for judging. Winners are selected in three categories 
(K-6, 7-9 and 10-12) and are awarded gift cards, while the overall winning 
design gets printed onto one million bags. 

“Everybody loves it because the bag could be designed by someone who 
is living right there in the community,” says Arthur Lee, SADD Alberta’s 
Provincial Community Liaison. Lee explains how one gentleman, after 
receiving a paper bag at his local store, took the time to write a letter 
praising the initiative and thanking them for helping to get the message 
out in such a creative way. “There’s a lot of messaging and pre-printed 
graphic designs out there,” says Lee, “but if you get something that’s 
hand-drawn and that’s not necessarily perfect, people stop to take a look 
at it and read the messages.”

Those messages are what made the campaign so successful. In 2014 the 
schools ordered 30,500 bags before the Christmas campaign; and in just 
two years those numbers more than doubled to 65,000. Lee is impressed 
with the teaching that goes along with the campaign in schools, noting 
that although teachers are supported with an information sheet, they’re 
going above and beyond to educate students about the realities of 
impaired driving. “In the last two years, I’ve been blown away by the 
discussions the teachers have had when I go into the classrooms,” he 
says. “It’s not a 30-second ad on the radio. They’re sitting down and 
talking about it, and using images and videos.” Some schools have 
moved toward doing the bags as a school-wide project, says Lee, noting 
one southern Alberta school hosted a week-long open creative space in 
its cafeteria, so students could come in during lunch and work on their 
designs. Increasingly, media outlets like Global and CTV are invited in to 
capture footage as students work on their bags. 

While last year’s winning bag was designed by a grade six child, delivering 
a sense of unpolished innocence, this year, Crowe’s mature design took 
top honours. Her image shows two wine glasses clinking, and red wine 
subsequently spilling all over an accident scene below. “It pops off the 
bag and will catch the eye and hopefully the minds and thoughts of all 
Albertans,” describes Baich.  

The hope is that hearing young peoples’ voices will influence those 
who are drinking to take a cab or organize a designated driver. “When 
messages come from a student, there is no filter, and no polish to what 
they say.  It is just honest and from the heart,” says Baich. “I think we all 
respond well to such honest and authentic messages.”

Category  1 Winner
Valery, Grade 6

Our Lady of Peace 
Elementary & Jr. High 
School, Calgary

“While I was making this, I 
believed that everyone’s life 
matters and if there was any 
way to prevent accidents 
of any kind I would do all I 
could. I made this to show 
that everyone’s life matters. 
If people stop drinking and 
driving we could probably 
prevent a lot more fatal 
accidents or injuries.”

Category 3 Winner
Bailey, Grade 12

Fort McMurray Composite 
High School, Fort McMurray

“There isn’t a person in this 
entire world, who should know 
the tragedy of losing a loved 
one to drunk driving. Yet, for 
far too long drunk driving has 
robbed people of their loved 
ones’ safety. Drunk driving 
doesn’t just put the individual 
at risk, it imposes danger upon 
those around us as well. So 
with drunk driving as one of 
the leading causes of death in 
Canada, let us remember to 
never drink and drive.”

Category 2 Winner
Leah, Grade 9

H. W. Pickup Jr. High 
School, Drayton Valley

“In Alberta, many people are 
killed every year in impaired 
driving collisions, which 
are completely preventable 
deaths. Like the girl in my 
drawing, if you drink and 
drive you are taking a risk 
with your own and other 
people’s lives. If you choose 
to consume alcohol, don’t 
make the choice to get 
behind the wheel.” 

http://www.saddalberta.com/
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From a wine-only import shop to the best selection of whisky this side of Europe, 
Kensington Wine Market has been offering Albertans a unique beverage alcohol 
selection for the past 25 years. 

“We’re always on the hunt for things that are new and interesting that no one else has,” 
Kensington owner Andrew Ferguson says. “That’s really our business model: to set 
ourselves apart.”

by Mel Priestley
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Kensington Wine Market opened in 1992 in the now-trendy Kensington 
neighbourhood, walking distance from downtown Calgary. While it 
started as a wine-only store with an import licence, original owner 
Nancy Carten dropped the licence and switched to full-service shortly 
after the Alberta liquor industry was privatized in 1994. She remained 
the driving force behind the store for over 20 years, until Ferguson 
purchased it from her in 2015; she has stayed on during the transition 
to ensure a seamless process.

Ferguson didn’t know he was signing up for a 15-year career when 
he started working at Kensington as a holiday delivery driver in 2002. 
Over the course of his first year there, however, he began to see 
the potential to grow the store’s whisky 
selection—a focus that marked the second 
phase of the store’s evolution. 

“I never set out to do that—it sort of happened 
organically,” Ferguson explains. “As interest 
picked up, we really put ourselves on the 
market as a unique destination for whisky—
not the biggest retailer in the province 
necessarily, but the one that routinely had 
the most interesting selection.”

“After four or five years it really started to 
take off,” he continues. “I like to think we 
were really at the forefront of the boom and 
interest in single malt whisky especially, 
but we feature other types of whisky too, 
including Japanese whisky.”

Kensington has been recognized 
internationally for its whisky portfolio. For 
the last two years it took second place 
in Whisky Magazine’s Icons of Whisky 
Awards: In 2015, it lost to Berry Bros. & 
Rudd in London (a 300-year-old wine merchant that also owns the 
Glenrothes brand), and in 2016, it came in behind the Celtic Whiskey 
Shop in Dublin. Ferguson was the first retail whisky expert in Canada 
named a Keeper of the Quaich, an honour bestowed by the Scotch 
whisky industry.

“That’s a story that I think most Calgarians don’t even know: 
Kensington has been recognized as the second-best whisky shop in 
the world for two years in a row.” Ferguson says. 

In addition to 1,200+ SKUs of whisky (943 of which are single malt), 
Kensington also bottles about eight or nine whisky casks exclusively 
for sale in the store. They rotate through 800 beers every year and have 
a growler tap of local craft beers that aren’t available in bottle or can.

And of course, Kensington’s wine selection is superb. Ferguson 
estimates that about 40% of their wines aren’t available anywhere 

else in the province. Despite the store’s increasing focus on whisky 
over his tenure, Ferguson has maintained Kensington’s status as a 
specialty wine boutique – it is right there in the name, after all. 

“We brought a lot of wines to the market that had never been here 
before,” he says, reflecting on the store’s early days. “That was the 
business, even after privatization, probably for the first 15 years. 
People travel—not just all over Calgary, but over Alberta and really, 
Canada—to buy the things that they know they’re not going to find 
anywhere else.”

The retail landscape has changed significantly since Kensington 
opened. There has been a proliferation of liquor stores throughout 

the city and province. 
Kensington used to be the only 
store within two kilometres 
and now there are at least five 
others within a one-kilometre 
radius. In addition to their 

unique inventory, Ferguson identifies community engagement and 
the quality of their staff as key factors in their continued success. 
He doesn’t require staff to hold any designations or earn them while 
employed, but notes that most have industry experience – and they all 
have a great attitude.

Part of his desire to purchase the store was to ensure that their staff 
was taken care of, and to continue offering the community a high-
quality, local liquor store.

“This has been a very rewarding place to work for the last 15 years,” 
he says. “If Nancy had sold it to a chain or someone else, what would 
have happened to the people that are here? It’s very important that this 
still remains a community shop and that the great people that we have 
working here have a future.”

“KENSINGTON has been 
recognized as the second-
best whisky 
shop in the 
world for 
two years in 
a row.”
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Point-of-Sale Systems 

Gone are the days where till systems simply 

ring through purchases to track sales and 

inventory. It is imperative that businesses 

find the best system for their retail store that 

will be robust enough to manage volume 

customer sales, while providing the capacity 

for a small business to grow into multi-units 

without having to incur more expense with 

large hardware upgrades. Consider a cloud-

based POS. This type of system allows 

managers easy access to real-time sales 

reports from anywhere in the world. They can 

link with tablets and phones for easy inventory 

tracking, build their CRM, place product 

orders, and grow a sales channel via the web. 

These systems are even capable of payment 

tracking, loyalty program initiatives, and 

e-commerce. The addition of a cloud-based 

POS will maximize a business’s efficiency by 

reducing overhead expenses such as labour 

as well as offering better inventory control 

systems to further streamline the business.

Online Ordering Systems

It’s vital to build a convenient relationship 

with your customers. Online ordering systems 

allow consumers to order products from 

their local liquor store for pick-up or delivery. 

E-commerce technology can be integrated to 

work via a business’s user-friendly website or 

mobile app to further drive alternate sales that 

don’t come from customers inside the store, 

or even in the same city! If your company is still 

in the growth phase and hasn’t implemented 

a proper electronic online ordering system 

yet, consider working with a third party retail 

delivery company. Retailers are finding that 

if they have exclusive products alongside an 

Driving Topline 
Sales with 
Technology  
Tools to Enhance and 
Simplify Your Business

In today’s ever-changing liquor retail landscape, small business entrepreneurs 
often find it difficult to stay current with industry trends. A proven way to continue 
to drive topline sales in your business is to take a look at the technology currently 
being utilized and see where processes can be streamlined, changed and/or 
implemented by making use of today’s technology. Here are some excellent ways 
you can make tech changes in your business to further drive topline sales.

by Rebecca Hardin

628482934

David Gummer & Sparky Marquis. Photo courtesy of Vines Wines Merchants
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effective distribution channel they can drive 

sales across the entire province. Please note: 

there are very specific rules and regulations 

in the province of Alberta with respect to 

alcohol delivery, so be sure that you carefully 

review and understand all regulations prior to 

implementation.

In-Store Digital Tablets/TVs

Many liquor stores are making use of 

digital displays and TVs to list product 

specials, promote specific brands, and even 

show sporting events. The digital display 

toggles between retail items and product 

advertisements, including product images, 

to build incremental purchases. Alternately, 

the traditional TV monitor displays the latest 

sporting event to keep guests entertained while 

shopping or waiting to pay. Some retailers 

have even gone so far as to offer discounts on 

a specified product to customers who are in 

the store when the home team scores. Both 

options enhance the shopping experience and 

positively impact the store’s revenue.

Social Media

Social media platforms such as Facebook, 

LinkedIn and Twitter are now mandatory 

for stores to frequently engage with their 

customers. They connect via social media 

sites to get quick, up-to-date information such 

as sales, hours of operation, a map to your 

location or to connect to place an order. If the 

information is not continually updated, guests 

get frustrated and disinterested and don’t feel 

the business is staying relevant to them and 

their needs.

Simple Internet marketing campaigns—
whereby a liquor store manager sends out 

real-time information on location-specific 

LTOs, tasting events and exclusive products 

—are proven, successful methods to get 

additional traffic in the door. 

Notably, consumers that use social media 

platforms to seek information also use them 

to post their thoughts and experiences. For 

a liquor store to stay current and truly see 

their sales trend upwards, managers must 

find new and creative ways to continually draw 

guests back to their social media posts, and 

ultimately the business. When guests post 

either a negative or positive comment via 

social media, management should provide a 

fast online response. Consumers trust and 

rely upon the opinions of friends and family 

over advertising campaigns, so be prompt in 

your response to consumer comments. Show 

that you care and this will translate through to 

topline sales.

The addition of a cloud-based POS will maximize a business’s 
efficiency by reducing overhead expenses.

http://www.barnetpos.com/
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Technology is always changing, and should 

be viewed as a mechanism of support for 

your core retail business. If used effectively, 

business owners will see revenues increase 

and productivity streamlined. The intent of 

technology is not to take over your store, 

but to enhance and simplify your customers’ 

experiences. This will allow them to feel 

important and when customers feel special 

and taken care of, their experiences become 

memorable, so they keep coming back and tell 

their friends about their great experiences. 

Quality, consistency, and fantastic customer 

service should never be pushed aside for the 

sake of technology, but technology should 

be a key component when you’re considering 

initiatives to maximize business growth. 

Rebecca Hardin, Vice President with Rising Tide 

Consultants, specializes in liquor license and 

operations consulting for the hospitality industry 

across BC, Alberta, and Ontario.

http://www.profitek.com/
http://www.righanddistillery.com/
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what’s by Marina LecianNew?
LA-FUN-T Red Blend 2014 is a fun, sophisticated approach to the 
traditional red blends from Portugal.  Fresh cherry and herb flavours 
are supported by round tannins and fresh acidity in this bright, juicy red 
wine.  1L  $10.99 whsl +787702 

RAW Seasonal Rye – Unaged is an incredibly smooth and remarkably 
refined spirit. Pleasing on the nose with floral notes of stone fruit, vanilla, 
and rye spiciness, mixed with the complex base of 100% Alberta rye.  
750ml $37.70 whsl  +789675

RAW Vodka uses the philosophy of slow, small batch distillations to 
achieve maximum purity and precision with just the right amount of 
character.  The result is a clean, highly drinkable, hand-crafted vodka 
that proudly highlights the best Alberta has to offer.  750ml  $33.19 whsl  
+789680

4 Mile Double Chocolate Porter is brewed in the traditional English 
fashion. This Porter shows flavours of coffee, caramel, and toffee.   
12 x 650ml $5.99 whsl  +789428

Twisted Shotz Moscow Mule Kick is a bartender quality, mixed drink 
that has 2 great  flavours in 1 Shot! The great taste of Lime Liquor on one 
side & Ginger Liquor on the other. 4 x 30ml  $6.90 whsl  +789721

Vodka Mudshake Espresso Martini is smooth and easy to drink. With 
a sophisticated touch of espresso it’s the perfect indulgence that can be 
enjoyed hot or cold. 4 x 270ml $10.41 whsl  +789720

Black Fly Vodka Sour Raspberry Tall Can gives an irresistible taste 
of fresh juicy raspberries, beautifully blended with smooth Canadian 
Vodka. Made with real raspberry juice and lightly sweetened with cane 
sugar (not high fructose corn syrup). No gluten. 473ml $2.64 whsl  +789295 

RTDWine

Spirits

Beer

http://www.barr.ca/
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A festival can be a single event or a series 
of happenings organized to showcase a 
specific theme and your shop. It can be 
focused around charitable giving, seasonal 
events or releases, education, or product 
launches. By having a festival you are not 

just selling something—you are creating an 
experience to educate and entertain your 
customers. This will encourage loyalty and 
drive repeat business.

Strengthen Your Community
As with any marketing or business 
building experience, it is critical to know 
your potential clientele. Who are they and 
what do they want to do? Each community 
is unique and will have different things 
that interest them. By understanding who 
you want your audience to be, you can 
design a way to get their attention. If your 
store has been focused primarily on wine 
and has a knowledgeable and wine savvy 
clientele, then a festival on a specific wine-
related theme, such as indigenous grapes 
or biodynamic wines, would intrigue your 
customers and create interest. If you are 
primarily beer and spirits-focused, and have 
built your business around a community 
of beer lovers or spirit enthusiasts, a wine 
festival may not the best way to create 
interest and have an engaged community. 

Willow Park Wines and Spirits plays 
host to festivals throughout the year with 
a very specific focus. With wine-related 
themes ranging from the intricacies of 
Brunello di Montalcino to Australian and 
sparkling wine, staff recognizes they have 
a community interested in increasing their 
wine knowledge. By continually offering 
interesting reasons for them to spend time 
in the store and unique ways to taste and 
learn about wine, they are fostering the 
growth and engagement of their community 
and creating customers who spend and buy 
more. 

Have a Plan
Once you know who your audience is, it is 
time to figure out what they want and how 
to get their attention, while making sure you 
have your own clear set of goals. Every store 
and every event will have different goals. It 
is important to determine what yours are, 
to make sure your festival accomplishes 
what you want. There are a number of 
things that a well-executed festival can 
accomplish. What is most important to your 
establishment?  

Festivals 
A Way to Strengthen 
Your Community

A successful retail liquor store is not only a place to buy wine, beer or spirits— 
it can become a community where loyal clientele rub shoulders with engaged 
staff and one another. The hospitality industry is highly competitive, and while 
customer service, product knowledge, and a comfortable shopping environment 
will always contribute to success, a community centered around your store will 
cultivate a unique identity that helps you stand out. Building a community is a 
way to give back to those who support you while investing in the success of your 
own liquor store. Hosting a festival is an excellent way to foster the growth of 
your community. 

by Margaux Burgess

David Gummer & Sparky Marquis. Photo courtesy of Vines Wines Merchants
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• Sell more
• Increase foot traffic
• Build your database
• Generate attention and brand recognition 
• Give back to a charity
• Increase learning opportunities 
• Generate content for blogs, website and social media
• Build relationships with customers and suppliers 
• Encourage staff engagement and education 

Vines of Riverbend Wine Merchants is the sole store sponsor of the 
Edmonton Whisky Festival. This is a tasting event offered yearly in 
support of the MS Society. While known as a wine boutique, this 
festival has allowed Vines to build their brand to include whisky 
lovers. This in turn leads to an expanded customer base and higher 
sales. The opportunity to give back by supporting the MS Society 
was as important as increasing sales. The Whisky Festival grows 
every year and is a strong tool to generate and reinforce recognition 
in their community.

Build It and They Will Come
Now that the audience is recognized and the goals of the festival are 
determined, it is time to make it happen! If this is the first time your 
store is organizing a festival, it is better to start small and grow with 
each subsequent event. It’s a great way to generate attention and 
create interest in the store, but you want to be sure to execute it well 
so it’s a success. 

http://www.mcclellandbeers.ca/
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Most importantly, your festival must be interesting. Festivals can 
generate attention and bring new customers through your doors, but 
it’s essential to give the attendees a reason to stay interested, shop 
around and spend – and to come back. 

Do you want to tie in a charitable element? In an industry that 
balances business interests and social responsibility, contributing 
to a charity is a rewarding way to give back. 

Lastly, engaged and educated staff will help build an engaged and 
educated clientele. When the staff is passionate about a topic they 
know well, your customers will probably become interested and 
excited too. 

Festivals are a unique way to connect with customers and grow your 
community. By creating one of your own, or by working with a charity 
and being the sole store sponsor with the exclusive opportunity to 
sell the products involved, you are able to generate goodwill and 
build loyalty. This in turn will drive business and build recognition 
of your store, leading to higher sales. In this highly competitive 
market, hosting a festival is another tool you can use to help build a 
successful liquor retailing business. 

You are creating an experience to educate and 
entertain your customers.

http://www.liquorconnect.com/
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http://www.hellsbasement.com/
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Are Red Wine’s Effects on Human 
Physiology Real or Exaggerated?
Have you ever considered that each sip of 
red wine you drink provides numerous health 
benefits? Red wine has been consumed 
throughout human civilization and its impact 
on health has been widely studied in animals 
and humans. According to an article published 
by Cornell University, archaeologists date 
wine making and consumption as far back as 
6000 B.C. 

Is Red Wine an Alternative to 
Exercise?
Recently, a viral post on social media claimed 
that a glass of red wine is equivalent to an hour 
of exercise at the gym. Research conducted 
at the University of Alberta dispels this myth; 
however, resveratrol – an ingredient in red 
wine – has been shown to improve exercise 
performance. Yet we would need to consume 

by Ranjan Kumarwine report
100 or more bottles of wine per day to reach the 
resveratrol levels required to achieve similar 
results, suggests Dr. Jason Dyck, Faculty 
of Medicine & Dentistry at the University of 
Alberta. 

More Health Benefits
The good news is that red wine does increase 
your HDL cholesterol (good cholesterol) 
when consumed in moderation. According to 
the US Department of Agriculture, one glass 
of wine for women and two glasses for men 
are considered moderate. 

Research indicates that red wine is richer 
in antioxidants such as resveratrol and 
quercetin, which are found in grape skins, 
blueberries and other fruits. Both antioxidants 
contain anti-inflammatory properties, which 
neutralize the free radicals in our body and 
protect us against cancer, cardiovascular 
and neurodegenerative disorders, and play 
a pivotal role in reversing the aging process.  

http://www.alsaweb.ca/
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Red Wine and Brain Health
In a study conducted by Rush University Medical Center, eating the 
Mediterranean diet along with a daily glass of wine improved the memory 
and cognitive abilities of older individuals compared to someone seven 
years younger. Another independent study conducted on 7,485 moderate 
wine drinkers aged 20-64 years showed superior cognitive functions as 
compared to non-drinkers in a similar age group.

Red Wine and Depression
Research shows that drinking two to seven glasses of wine per week may 
reduce the risk of depression. Drink more than seven glasses per week, 
however, and your risk of depression increases.  These findings are from 
a study conducted in Spain on 2,683 men and 2,822 women, over a span 
of seven years.

Red Wine and Aging
Resveratrol plays a key role in resisting the aging process. Research 
conducted by a group from Dr. Sinclair Lab at Harvard Medical School 
concluded that it’s resveratrol, not red wine, which increases the life 
span of mice. Another independent study conducted at University of 
London suggested that the antioxidant procyanidin, found in red wine, 
keeps blood vessels healthy and supports the anti-aging process. 

Is it Good or Bad for Health?
In spite of vast research conducted worldwide suggesting red wine’s 
benefits for health, Dr. Tim Stockwell at the University of Victoria believes 
that the findings may be over-exaggerated based on the consumption of 
individuals and their drinking habits. Whatever beneficial effects may 
come from resveratrol in wine has yet to be proven and further research 
is still necessary.

The Road Ahead
Research from numerous studies concludes that resveratrol improves 
lung function and prevents damage after stroke, lung cancer, liver 
disease, prostate cancer and Type 2 Diabetes. However, we should be 
aware that red wine contains very low levels of resveratrol and one might 
not attain sufficient levels from consuming one to two glasses of wine 
each day. Instead, a healthier option to boost your resveratrol levels is to 
eat blueberries, red grapes and exercise 20 minutes per day. 

Copyright of Dr. Ranjan Kumar, PhD Neuroscience, Owner, Rayon Liquor Ltd. Turner 
Valley, Alberta

http://www.canadiangrowler.ca/
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spiritSpotlight
Made in Alberta
Alberta has a strong bootlegging heritage 
and a rich history in distillation, forged from 
its time spent under Prohibition more than 
100 years ago. When implemented in 1916, 
there were certain loopholes, such as allowing 
2.5% beer and the acceptance of prescribed 
“medicinal” alcohol, which encouraged the 
creation of illegal stills all over the province. 
These original distillers were often farmers 
who saw these loopholes as an opportunity to 
set up a lucrative side business. They used the 
wheat, rye and barley around them because it 
was available and easily accessed. 

When Prohibition ended in 1924, the control 
of liquor sales was handed over to the 
government. Bootlegging became riskier 
and unnecessary, so activity slowed. Fast 
forward to 2013 and the removal of production 
minimums on new distilleries in Alberta, which 
has allowed for exciting expansion. While now 
100% legal, many of Alberta’s distilleries pay 
homage to their bootlegging predecessors 
by doing things the same way they did. This 
includes the use of local ingredients whenever 
possible, perhaps not out of necessity as they 
did nearly 100 years ago, but because grain-to-
glass operations can make the best possible 
product.

Grains
To make a spirit, such as rye or vodka, there 
has to be a fermented alcohol product to go 
through the process of distillation. While in 
the US the wide availability of corn gave rise 
to primarily corn spirits, such as bourbon, in 
Alberta our world-class cereal grain has led 

to spirits based on rye, red wheat, malting 
barley and GMO-free triticale, a manmade 
cross of wheat and rye. Wildlife Distillery uses 
red wheat from Mueller farms in Drumheller 
for their vodka, RAW Distillery uses Alberta 
wheat in their RAW Vodka, Red Cup Distillery 
uses Vegreville grain in their traditional 
moonshine, and Eau Claire, Alberta’s first craft 
distillery, is a certified farm distillery being 
truly farm-to-glass and harvesting their own 35 
acres of grain using traditional horse-farming 
techniques. All Alberta craft distilleries use 
some form of local grain and they are always 
happy to share that information, so you can 
tell your customers how they are drinking local 
and supporting local!

Water
Spirits consist of primarily three ingredients: 
a fermentable sugar or starch, like grain; yeast 
to start the fermentation process; and lots of 
water. Used in many steps during the spirit-
making process, water can greatly affect the 
quality of the finished product. The quality of 
the final spirit is directly tied to the quality of 
the water. Scotland is known for its pure water 
and historically Scotch distilleries sprung up 
around reliable, high quality water sources.

Alberta has some of the strictest water quality 
laws in Canada and we are fortunate to have 
an ample supply of high quality water, not just 
for drinking, but also to use in the creation 
of our local craft spirits. Glaciers in Banff 
and Jasper National Parks are the starting 
points for many of Alberta’s rivers. Snow and 
glacier melt contribute pure, clean and clear 
water to these rivers. Park Distillery in Banff 

uses 100% pure mountain water sourced from 
six glaciers in the Rocky Mountains, while 
Hansen Distillery uses water from a natural 
water acquifer located in Claysmore.  

Fruit and Other Additions
Of course there is more to Alberta craft spirits 
than moonshine and rye. Gin and flavoured 
vodkas are also available and many of the 
botanical and fruit ingredients are sourced 
from within the province. To be considered 
gin, there must be botanicals and specifically 
juniper in the botanical blend.  Junipers are 
conifers and grow in boreal forests around the 
world. There are many types of juniper, some 
of which are poisonous, but it is the most 
widely-found Juniperis communis that is ideal 
for gin. Krang Spirits and Eau Claire both use 
Alberta juniper in their botanical blend for 
the resinous and complex piney aromatics. 
Saskatoon berry is another fruit commonly 
found in dry and sun-facing spots throughout 
Alberta. Lacombe’s Old Prairie Sentinel 
Distillery uses central Alberta saskatoon 
berries in their Prairied Berry Dry Gin to add a 
fruity and nutty berry flavour. 

There are now more than a dozen small 
distilleries in Alberta creating unique and 
terroir-driven products crafted from local 
ingredients. Not all are distributed by 
Connect Logistics, so do some research 
and investigate what’s out there. ALSA’s 
website www.alsaweb.ca has a directory of 
Alberta producers and is a great place to start 
discovering the many wonderful products in 
our own backyard! 

by Margaux Burgess

http://www.blackflybooze.com/
http://www.alsaweb.ca/
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